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ABSTRACT 
JULIAN’S FORECASTING 
Krista Bowdle 
 
This report focuses on developing a solution to a current problem faced at Julian’s Cafe 
and Bistro. The problem is that inaccurate order quantities are leading to inventory shortage and 
surplus which is causing unnecessary profit loss. After accessing and analyzing historical sales 
data, several forecasts were created using various approaches. After assessing each method and 
applying a mean absolute percentage error to see how accurate the forecasts were, the seasonal 
forecast with removing outliers initially was the selected method. After, this method was used to 
forecast the top three selling items at Julian’s and make demand predictions for busy times 
during the quarter versus non-busy time. The forecast for the coming year and the predictions 
can be used by the supervisor at Julian’s to make quicker and more accurate ordering decisions.  
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I. Introduction 
The subject of this report is inventory management and order optimization using 
forecasting at Julian’s Cafe Bistro. The idea for this project originated from a previous group 
project in a different class. In IME 305 (Operations Research II), a group of student and I briefly 
looked into the current inventory tracking methods at Julian’s by interviewing one of their 
employees. We gathered that there was no standardized or clear method that all employees 
followed which lead to disorganization and incorrect order quantities because current inventory 
levels were unclear and the supervisor was struggling to order the correct amounts of raw 
material. This seemed like an interesting problem to look into and design a solution for my 
senior project. The problem is that incorrect order quantities are causing inventory shortages and 
surpluses which leads to sale opportunity loss and wasted space in their small storeroom. The 
supervisor needs a better system when it comes to making ordering decisions. It is also difficult 
to predict how much to order because of the varying demand at Julian’s. This variation comes 
from variables such as weather, time of day, time in the quarter, and special sale items. 
Depending on these factors, Julian’s will sell more or less of certain items. This is an important 
problem to address because it currently leads to unnecessary inventory shortages and surpluses 
which ultimately wastes money for the business. Metrics to evaluate this problem are how long it 
takes the supervisor to make an order and the wasted product cost when a shortage or surplus 
occurs.  
Some objectives for my project are as follows: 
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● Execute the project using IME curriculum such as operations research, inventory 
management, order quantity optimization, seasonal forecasting and process improvement  
● Plan and manage the project using timelines and due dates 
● Perform research on the IME topics I will be utilizing 
● Measure forecasting error 
● Design an engineering solution for Julian’s 
● Present results and recommendations 
● Write a complete technical report 
● Give a business plan presentation  
To solve the problem at Julian’s, an accurate current state analysis is needed to be made 
using flow process charts and data to quantify how much of a problem it is. This also involves 
interviewing the supervisor and getting her feedback on how relevant procedures and operations 
are currently done. Then, there is a need for adequate research and finding appropriate literature 
review resources in order to become an expert on the topics and see how other similar businesses 
are currently running their inventory management and ordering systems. Next, brainstorming and 
designing the best design and methodology for my solution is crucial. For this project, there is a 
developed solution to the problem, a technical report, and a business plan presentation. A 
deliverable from the work done is a seasonal forecast of the sales at Julian’s to better aid the 
supervisor in making orders and help her understand the seasonal trends on campus. Another 
deliverable is a comparison of busy times in the library to non busy times and how that effect 
sales. The solution approach to be used to reach these objectives involve getting a clear 
understanding of what is useful to the supervisor, forming potential solutions, choosing the best 
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solution that is the most beneficial to Julian’s and how it will save them money if they use it in 
the future. This report begins with background information and literature review, then moves 
onto the design section, followed by methodology and results.  
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II. Background 
This chapter contains background on Julian’s, a current state report, and a summary of 
literature that pertains to my project. Julian’s is located on the Cal Poly campus on the second 
floor of the Kennedy Library. They operate as a popular coffee and snack cafe for busy students 
as they are studying in the library. Some common items they sell are regular hot coffee, specialty 
coffee drinks, various snack items and pastries. Julian’s operates under Campus Dining which 
operates under the Cal Poly Corporation. Recently, Julian’s experienced many changes to their 
operations including a new supervisor and a new management software that the supervisor is 
expected to use. This software is called Order Management Software (OMS) and the supervisor 
at Julian’s mainly uses it to keep track of inventory. Currently, the supervisor takes inventory 
about once a week by bringing a list to their storeroom and then counting and recording 
everything they have by hand. She then updates these inventory levels into OMS by Thursday to 
be reviewed by purchasing. For ordering, Julian’s currently gets supplies from various vendors 
such as Sysco Corporation and LA & SF Specialty, depending on the product needed. After 
viewing current inventory levels and using her best judgment from previous experience, the 
supervisor places an order approximately weekly, depending on the vendor’s delivery 
availability. The flow process chart in figure 1 shows this current process. 
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Figure 1 Current state flow process chart. 
Since there is not a standardized system in place for ordering, there can be shortages and 
surpluses which creates missed sales opportunity and wasted space in their limited stockroom. 
Figure 2 shows a fishbone diagram to identify the root cause for these shortages and surpluses. 
 
Figure 2 Fishbone diagram showing root cause of inventory shortage and surplus. 
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Literature Review 
The literature review for this report consists of references and information within those 
references that pertains to this project. This information has various case studies, definitions, and 
possible solutions to problems that are similar to the challenges faced at Julian’s. The references 
stem from the overarching topics of inventory management and optimal order quantity. The 
literature review helped me come up with ideas for possible solutions to the inventory 
management problem at Julian’s. 
Inventory Management 
 Proper inventory management is crucial for the success of a company, especially in a 
food service business like Julian’s because they don’t want any of their product to go bad and 
they also have a small storeroom so they can’t afford excess inventory. There are five general 
types of inventory (Stevenson, 2005). The five most common are raw material and purchased 
goods, partially completed goods, finished goods, replacement parts, and goods-in-transit 
(Stevenson, 2005). Partially completed goods usually is classified as work in progress and 
finished goods can be a company’s merchandise. The inventory types at Julian’s are raw 
material, partially completed goods, and finished goods. The raw material are items such as 
coffee beans and chai latte powder while partially completed goods are drinks that are in the 
process of being made by the employees. Their inventory consists of mainly finished goods 
which are items such as cups, straws, and the food items that they order. The functions of 
inventory are to meet forecasted demand, smooth production requirements, decouple operations, 
avoid stock-out, take advantage of quality discounts and order cycles, and to help protect against 
price increases (Stevenson, 2005). Julian’s mainly uses their inventory to meet forecasted 
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demand and avoid stock-out. The objective of inventory management is to achieve good 
customer service levels while keeping inventory costs low (Stevenson, 2005). These inventory 
costs usually consist of ordering and carrying costs. Effective inventory management leads to 
keeping track on current inventory levels, reliable forecasting of demand, knowledge of lead 
times, reasonable ordering, holding, and shortage cost estimates, and a proper classification 
system (Stevenson, 2005). The most important feature that effective inventory management can 
help improve Julian’s is demand forecasting. There are many ways to keep track of inventory. 
Knowing accurate inventory levels can aid in accurate order quantities. The first inventory 
counting system is a periodic system when someone physically counts the items routinely 
(Stevenson 2005). This is what the supervisor at Julian’s is currently doing. The next counting 
system is a perpetual inventory system which is when you accurately keep track of what comes 
out of inventory (Stevenson, 2005). That way you can know how much you need to replace on 
the next order. The next inventory counting system is a two-bin system. This is when each item 
in inventory has two containers that hold designated amounts and you reorder when the first 
container is empty (Stevenson, 2005). This is a method that might be useful at Julian’s. The last 
inventory counting system is a universal barcode system where each item has a label that can be 
scanned on it with information pertaining to that item (Stevenson, 2005). These are all ways to 
keep more accurate current inventory levels which is crucial when deciding how much to order.  
Inventory management in a foodservice organization can be particularly challenging 
because product has a shelf life and can go bad which is unwanted waste. You also don’t want to 
order too much product because often there is limited storage space. In his paper, Spears 
discusses the flow of food through various food service options. Inventory control specifically 
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within food service organizations is crucial to keeping up with customer demand (Spears, 1995). 
There are many factor that go into the effectiveness of inventory management. After performing 
a study, Shiau Wei Chan found that “underproduction, overproduction, stockout situation, delays 
in the delivery of raw materials and discrepancy of records” are the main problems in inventory 
management (Chan, 2017). These can be seen in figure 3. 
 
Figure 3 Main problems with inventory management. 
Even though Julian’s doesn’t “produce” anything in the manufacturing sense, the concept still 
applies to when the supervisor over or under orders items. Chan also talks about how effective 
inventory management is important for a business to be more competitive. Common influencers 
on the effectiveness of inventory management are “the factors, documentation/store records, 
planning, and knowledge of employees/staff skill” (Chan, 2017). These are all important features 
to keep in mind when managing inventory. 
Inventory management can also directly affect the daily operations at a company. There 
was a study done by Cham Springer to test a performance model that examined the relationship 
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between inventory management and firm operation performance. From the study, they found that 
“​inventory efficiency and productivity significantly impact firm operating performance” and 
“​firms that operate a leaner and more efficient inventory system significantly outperform 
competitors” (Springer, 2016). Dirk Pons in ​Management Control. A Survey of Production and 
Inventory Control Models in Theory and Practice ​also discusses the importance of inventory 
control while providing insight on production control objectives, sales and capacity planning, 
and integrated operating systems. He claims that ​“you should begin by raising the problem to a 
higher level and examining a great deal of the essential policy questions to be able to start 
working out the most suitable materials management system” (Pons, 51). All in all, adequate 
inventory management leads to a much more successful business with less waste.  
    ​Optimal Order Quantity 
There are many methods when it comes to deciding how much and how often to order 
depending on the industry, demand, and inventory size allotment. Getting the most optimal order 
quantity can yield great savings and in the end can make or break a company. At Julian’s, 
optimal ordering is especially important because of their limited storage space and perishable 
items. This can be a difficult task though with the varying and sometimes unpredictable demand. 
Chih-Hsiumg Wang reiterates this and claims that “the reorder point plays a role in balancing the 
costs between the inventory holding and shortage” (Wang, 2010). There a many techniques that 
have been discovered over the years to tackle this reordering problem. In 1963, Hadley and 
Whitin initially developed a quantity and reorder point model to deal with varying demand where 
an order of Q is placed once the inventory level reaches the reorder point R (Wang, 2010). Later 
in 1996, Wang and Gerchak created a more general formula for order quantity and reorder point 
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with varying capacity (Want, 2010). Some variables in this formula include production cost per 
unit, inventory holding cost per unit, and order quantity (Wang, 2010). To deal with the varying 
demand, they introduced an X variable that represents the random demand during a 
replenishment lead time with a probability density function, cumulative distribution, and a 
survival distribution (Wang, 2010). The solution structure then depends on the distribution of the 
lead time demand. This method was proven to be useful in many inventory environments.  
Using point of sales data to decide how much to order is also a useful and more 
methodological technique. Understanding what customers want and when they want it can be a 
major advantage to a company. Sethi claims that companies should obtain in advance 
information on their customer demand. He explains that there is an optimal Markov policy that is 
a modified base-stock policy (Sethi). This can be useful when deciding how much to order. He 
also says that “regrouping the forecasting effort from all sources such as firm orders received, 
preseasonal sale information, and point of sales data, has been remarkably effective in obtaining 
advanced demand information” (Sethi). When you know what your customers want, you can 
order properly ahead of time and optimize sales. Another example of a technique to evaluate 
what customers want is using MarketAnalyzer. Market Analyzer is an interactive visual analytics 
system to help vendors increase their competitive intelligence by analyzing present sale data, 
trends, and market share growth (Wiley). Wiley explains why this is important for a company to 
be successful by claiming that “competitive intelligence is a systematic ​approach for gathering, 
analyzing, and managing information to make informed business decisions. Many companies use 
competitive intelligence to identify risks and opportunities within markets”. Using approaches 
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like MarketAnalyzer can help a company get insight on what their customers are going to want 
so they can accurately order ahead of time in preparation. 
Several other models have been developed to help aid optimal ordering quantity when 
there are unknowns such as demand. The IEEE Conference Publication posted an article about 
economic order quantity (EOQ) with “fuzzy” demand. The term “fuzzy” refers to a variable that 
is unstable and varies. They use three types of variables to represent the uncertain demand and 
expected value of the total cost function is minimized. They explain that ​“fuzzy set theory is 
applied to represent uncertainties arising in demand or the cost coefficients. By using it, one can 
easily quantify the vagueness and imprecision in data” (De). They use lambda pessimistic and 
optimistic values for various L-R types of numbers in varying demand inventory models (De). 
Using a method like this could greatly benefit Julian’s because they experience a similar varying 
demand that the model accounts for. Another method that stems from the traditional EOQ model 
was developed by Victoria Mabin and is a simple approach to ordering only involving the order 
size Q and the reorder point R (Mabin, 1989). This approach appeals to inventory controllers and 
management because it can obtain order quantity directly and it is an easy to understand 
approach so they trust it (Mabin, 1989). The model involves a total cost function of order 
quantity and reorder level which can be broken down to constants such as safety stock and 
holding cost (Mabin, 1989). In order to get the final solution, it classifies reorder level as being 
equal to an average constant plus safety stock (Mabin, 1989). This method is known to be quick 
but effective. It also saves on computer time since the model is so easy to use by supervisors and 
managers. Julian’s could also greatly benefit from a simple model like this that the supervisor 
could run before doing her weekly orders.  
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This project is important in the context of this literature review because I will be coming 
up with a solution to optimize both inventory and ordering at Julian’s. This literature review 
shows the importance of proper inventory management and optimal order quantities and how it 
can help a business save money and time. It also provides many methods and models that have 
been done in the past to try and tackle this problem. The insights from this literature review will 
be used to form a clear solution to the inventory and ordering challenges faced at Julian’s.  
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III. Design  
This chapter will go through the design of solutions to the inventory problem faced at 
Julian’s. After many meetings with the supervisor at Julian’s to see what information and data 
was available, it seemed like their historical sales data was an underutilized resource. There was 
a clear need for a forecast at Julian’s using their historical sales data so the supervisor could be 
more aware of trends throughout the quarter and make better order decisions accordingly. Some 
requirements for the design of the solution is that it uses valid data to make the forecast and that 
it accurately projects sales for the upcoming year. A constraint for the design is that it only uses 
the past four years of data in order to encompass a more manageable data size, but still enough to 
capture the seasonal trends. 
To begin, the historical sales data was obtained from the supervisor at Julian’s. I was 
given access to their Oracle MICROS system which captures all of the sales at Julian’s. I decided 
to pull the weekly total amount of each item sold over the past four years because it captured the 
weekly varying demand that the project needed, but was still manageable for me to sort through. 
An example of the file that was exported from MICROS directly into Excel is shown on Table 1 
in the appendix section. After creating 155 individual Excel files containing the weekly total 
sales, a VBA code was developed to pull the date, item, and quantity sold from each file and 
input it into four new Excel files for each of the four years. Then, the data was cleaned by 
removing duplicate and irrelevant data fields from the files.  
Next, the data was to be visualized and analyzed. I combined all four years of data 
showing the item, quantity, and week period sold to one new Excel file. Then, I created a pivot 
table with the data sorted weekly and a seperate pivot table to analyze the data for monthly sales. 
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Table 2 in the appendix shows the total weekly sales data pivot table and Table 3 shows the total 
monthly sales data pivot table. After creating the pivot tables, the data was graphed to visually 
compare each year of sales to identify initial trends. The weekly and monthly graphs can be seen 
below in figure 4 and 5. 
  
Figure 4 Weekly sales data. 
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Figure 5 Monthly sales data. 
After analyzing the data, I decided to use the monthly sales data for the forecast because it was a 
more manageable data size that still captured the seasonal trends. I also knew the weekly sales 
data was available if I wanted to go back later and create an even more detailed forecast and 
analysis. By observing the graphs, the peaks occur during dead week and finals week which 
usually fall around week ten and eleven of the quarter. During these weeks of the quarter, more 
students are studying on campus and in the library and are more likely to purchase items at 
Julian’s. The gaps in the graphs occur when classes are not in session such as winter or summer 
break when there are little to no customers at Julian’s. The outliers in the data occur because 
throughout the past four years, the quarterly schedule hasn’t been consistent. For example, one of 
the years we had three weeks off for winter break while another year we had four weeks off 
which created significantly less sales in December for that year.  
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To design the initial forecast, the data from the total items sold monthly at Julian’s was 
used. A new Excel file was created that contained the month and corresponding total sales for 
that month in two columns. Then a “time” column was created as an ongoing time reference 
from 1 to 54. Then, the seasonal average for each month was obtained by taking the average 
sales for every corresponding month. Next, the seasonal index was created by dividing the 
seasonal average value by the average of all the monthly demand values. After that, the data was 
deseasonalized by dividing the original demand for each month by the seasonal index. To find 
the trend, the regression function was used with the time column and deseasonalized data column 
to obtain a y-intercept and a slope value. Then, to find the final trend value, the time value was 
multiplied by the slope and added to the y-intercept value previously found. Finally, the forecast 
was created by multiplying the trend value by the corresponding seasonal index. The mean 
absolute percentage error was also created by taking the absolute value of the difference between 
the forecast and the actual demand for that month and dividing it by the same actual demand and 
multiplying it by 100 to make it a percentage. The table for my initial forecasting solution can be 
found in the appendix on table 4. Next, I graphed the data which can be seen below in figure 6, 
comparing the actual demand in blue to my forecast in orange.  
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Figure 6 Graph using seasonal forecasting to compare actual demand to forecasted demand.  
In order to create and compare alternative solutions using different forecasting methods, a 
moving ranges forecast was also created on a new Excel sheet. It started with the same time, 
month, and demand column as the previous solution. Then, the moving average forecast was 
found by taking the average of the previous year’s monthly demand. Next, the ratio of moving 
averages was created by dividing the demand by the moving average forecast previously found. 
Then, the unadjusted seasonal index for one entire year cycle was calculated by taking the 
average of the ratio moving averages for every corresponding month over the four years of total 
data. Next, the adjusted seasonal index was created by dividing the unadjusted seasonal index for 
each month in the year cycle by the average of all the unadjusted seasonal index for the months 
in that same year cycle. Then, a seasonally adjusted series was created by dividing the actual 
demand for every month by the previously calculated adjusted seasonal index. Then, the 
regression function was used with the time column and the seasonally adjusted series column to 
obtain a y-intercept and slope value. To find the trend forecast, the time value was multiplied by 
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the slope value and added to the y-intercept. Then finally, the seasonally adjusted forecast was 
calculated by multiplying the previously found trend forecast value by its corresponding adjusted 
seasonal index. The mean absolute percentage error was also calculated the same way as the 
previous solution in order to evaluate the accuracy of the measurements. The calculations and 
values for this forecasting solution can be found on table 5 in the appendix. The graph comparing 
the actual demand in blue, the seasonally adjusted forecast in grey and the trend forecast in 
orange can be seen in figure 7 below. 
  
Figure 7 Graph using moving ranges forecasting to compare actual demand to trend and 
seasonally adjusted forecast.  
The next alternative solution was similar to the first one but the outliers were removed 
from the data set initially. The outliers that were removed can be seen as the highlighted values 
in figure 8 below. They were selected because the month values were significantly different 
compared to the same month values over all four years. 
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Figure 8 Outliers removed from the data set.  
After removing the outliers, the same calculations were made as the first seasonal forecasting 
solution. Table 6 in the appendix shows the calculations and values and figure 9 below shows the 
graph comparing the demand in blue to the forecasted demand in orange. 
  
Figure 9 Graph using seasonal forecasting with outliers removed to compare actual demand to 
forecasted demand. 
The final forecasting alternative solution was created by using a seasonal forecast with 
smoothing done first. A new Excel file was generated with the same time, month, and demand 
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columns as the previous solutions. Then, the smoothed demand was created with a damping 
factor of 0.9 by multiplying actual demand value by 0.1 and multiplying the previous smoothed 
demand value by 0.9 and then adding those two values together. Next, a seasonal average was 
created by taking the average of all the corresponding month values over the four years of data. 
Then, the seasonal index was found by dividing the previously found seasonal average value by 
the average of all the smoothed demand values. Then, the data was deseasonalized by dividing 
the smoothed data by the seasonal index. Then the trend, forecast, and mean absolute percentage 
error were calculated by using the same regression method and formulas as the first solution. The 
values for these calculations can be found on table 7 in the appendix and the graph can be seen 
below in figure 10 with the actual demand represented by the blue line, the smoothed demand in 
orange, and the forecast in grey. 
 
Figure 10 Graph using seasonal forecasting with smoothing to compare actual demand to the 
smoothed demand and forecasted demand. 
This chapter explains the design of the forecasting solutions for the project in detail. 
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There are four solutions revolving around seasonal forecasting. One is more traditional seasonal 
forecast, a moving ranges forecast, a seasonal forecast with outliers removed and a seasonal 
forecast with smoothing. 
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IV. Methodology 
This chapter will discuss the methods for testing the designs of project solutions and 
choosing the best solution. As discussed in the previous design chapter, the mean absolute 
percentage error was calculated for each solution. The average MAPE for each of the solutions 
can be seen in figure 11 below.  
Method Seasonal  Moving ranges Seasonal w/o outliers Seasonal smoothing 
MAPE 21.1% 84.2% 14.2% 3.7% 
Figure 11 Average MAPE for each solution. 
By default, I was going to choose the solution with the lowest average MAPE value which would 
be the seasonal forecasting with smoothing. However, when looking at figure 9 above, the 
smoothed demand varies greatly from the actual demand and doesn’t capture the variation seen 
at Julian’s enough. Therefore, I chose the next lowest MAPE solution which is the seasonal 
forecasting with outliers removed. This chapter shows how a solution was selected to pursue for 
the rest of the project. 
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V. Results and Discussion 
This chapter will present the results of my project when applying the selected solution 
above. Next, I applied the seasonal forecasting with outliers removed solution to the top three 
selling items at Julian’s. These items are iced coffees, 16 ounce hot coffees, and iced lattes. I 
used the initial pivot tables that I created to sort these three items individually sold monthly over 
the past four years. Then I created three new Excel files for each item. 
Outliers were removed from the data set for each item which can be seen in the 
highlighted fields in tables 8, 9, and 10 in the appendix. Then I performed the chosen seasonal 
forecasting with outliers removed method to each item. The calculations and values can be found 
in the appendix section on tables 11, 12, and 13. The graph for the iced coffee solution can be 
seen below in figure 12. 
 
Figure 12 Iced coffee forecast. 
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The blue line represents the actual demand while the orange line shows the forecasted demand. 
The peaks occur during busy times in the library in addition to warm weather because people 
generally want iced drinks when it is hot outside. The graphs for the 16 ounce hot coffee and 
iced latte are shown below in figure 13 and 14 with the blue line being the actual demand and the 
forecasted demand in orange.  
 
Figure 13 16 oz. hot coffee forecast. 
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Figure 14 Iced latte forecast 
Next, I extended the formulas to come up with the forecasted sales for the three top 
selling items. The results can be seen in figure 15 below. 
Month Iced coffee forecast 16 oz coffee forecast Iced latte forecast 
1 2094 2145 544 
2 2988 2802 870 
3 3971 2239 1048 
4 4049 2132 880 
5 4800 2995 1220 
6 2218 684 483 
9 1647 567 300 
10 5258 2224 966 
32 
 
 
 
 
11 2903 2021 602 
12 1236 960 277 
MAPE 16.9% 18.1% 24.4% 
Figure 15 Projected forecast of top selling items. 
There is a gap in between months 6 and 9 because of July and August when Julian’s is closed are 
there is no sales data. The MAPE is also calculated at the bottom to show the accuracy of the 
calculations. As observed, the months containing busy times such as dead week and finals week, 
have a forecasted demand that is significantly higher. The supervisor at Julian’s should anticipate 
this increase in sales and make sure to order accordingly beforehand. The results were as 
expected because they followed the seasonal trends that occur throughout the year when 
considering busier time such as finals week and slower times such as the first week in each 
quarter when not very many people have a lot of work to do so they are not in the library as 
often. It is a good design because of the relatively low mean absolute percentage error which 
shows that the results are valid. 
In order to compare the top selling items during a regular week in the quarter, week 5, 
and a busy time in the quarter, week 10, I looked found the top three selling items. In figure 16 
below, it shows that iced coffee, 16 ounce hot coffee, and 12 ounce hot coffee are consistently 
the top selling items, regardless of the time in the quarter.  
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Week/Item Iced coffee 16 oz. coffee 12 oz. coffee 
5 673 643 533 
% of total sales 9.43% 9.01% 7.47% 
10 1173 739 577 
% of total sales 12.94% 8.15% 6.37% 
 Figure 16 Comparison of top selling items. 
In addition, I wanted to compare the average total items sold during week 5 of the quarter to 
week 10 of the quarter to the supervisor can anticipate how much more to order during busy 
times in the library. Figure 17 below shows the total sales averages. By dividing the week 10 
total sales by the week 5 total sales, it shows that the supervisor should order 231% more 
material during the busy times at the library. I predict with the aid of this forecast and analysis, it 
will take the supervisor at Julian’s about half as long to place orders.  
Week 5 average total sales Week 10 average total sales 
6583 15208 
  Figure 17 Busy vs. not busy comparison. 
A difficulty that came up when interpreting the results was when the trends for various 
items didn’t match month to month over the four years. This most likely occurred because of 
weather variability meaning when it’s hot out people usually want iced drinks and when it’s cold 
out people usually want hot drinks more. Another difficulty when interpreting the results was the 
presence of outliers in the data set because of varying quarter lengths. This inconsistency 
required careful attention, especially when applying the forecasting formulas in Excel. 
Implementing this solution will help the supervisor at Julian’s make more accurate and 
exact order quantity decisions. Based on the results, it can be predicted that the sales at Julian’s 
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will follow the forecast and trends presented. Problems might occur when the supervisor adds 
new items to the menu because we don’t have sales data on those new items yet so therefore, 
cannot make a forecast. However, the staple items such as cups, coffee beans, milk, and espresso 
beans have been ordered for years and years in the past and will continue to be ordered for many 
years to come. ​Implementing my project will have numerous impacts. The first is an 
organizational impact. Providing an accurate seasonal forecast will not only make Julian's more 
money because of the decrease in shortages and surpluses when it comes to ordering, but it will 
ultimately make the supervisor's job easier. The supervisor that I have be working with is very 
busy and it seems like employees are constantly coming to her asking questions or for help with 
various tasks during her time at Julian's. Not only is she suppose to be readily available for the 
student employee baristas, but she has many other tasks to be doing including going to meetings, 
answering emails, taking inventory, receiving shipments, and making orders. By referencing my 
forecast, the supervisor will spend less of her valuable time thinking about order quantities and 
varieties and can place orders quicker. Implementing this project will also have an environmental 
impact because there will be less surpluses and wasted raw material. This especially effects 
products that spoil quickly such as food and milk. Knowing the optimal amount of product to 
have in their store room will avoid ordering too much which later has to be thrown away. All in 
all, my project will reduce the carbon footprint at Julian's and create a more sustainable system 
with less waste.  
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VI. Conclusions  
This chapter will conclude the report and summarize the project. The calculated forecast 
will be helpful to the supervisor at Julian’s in many ways. First, she can be more aware of the 
monthly sales trends at Julian’s. She can also use the insights from the data visualization and 
analysis to make more accurate and educated ordering decisions of over 100 items sold at 
Julian’s. For example, she knows now to order twice as many raw material for iced coffee during 
dead week and finals week compared to most other regular weeks during the quarter. These more 
accurate order quantities will create less shortage and surplus inventory waste and in the end help 
them make more profit. Throughout this project, I learned about data gathering and analysis and 
how to apply the data to create a forecast. I learned about forecasting in my classes, however that 
was usually with small amount of data points. It was interesting to use a vast amount of real data 
to apply forecasting techniques. 
If I were to do some further studies at Julian’s, I would look into forecasting all of the 
items sold at Julian’s and not just the top 3 sellers. I would also try to convert the numbers of 
items sold to its raw material equivalence so that the supervisor knows exactly how many cups or 
espresso beans to order if they’re expecting to sell 5,000 cappuccinos next March for example. I 
would also like to compare my forecast for the next year to the actual sales that happen over the 
next year and see how much the inventory shortage and surplus went down if the supervisor 
followed my order suggestions. I would also like to look into automatic forecasting for all the 
items sold at Julian’s. 
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Appendix  
Table 1 Historical sales data file for 2/22/2015-2/28/2015 imported into Excel. 
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Table 1 continued. 
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Table 2 Weekly sales data pivot table. 
 
Table 3 Monthly sales data pivot table. 
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Table 4 Seasonal forecast solution table. 
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Table 5 Moving ranges forecast solution table. 
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Table 6 Seasonal forecast with outliers removed solution table.
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Table 7 Seasonal forecast with smoothing solution table. 
 
Table 8 Iced coffee outliers removed. 
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Table 9 16 ounce hot coffee outliers removed.
 
Table 10 Iced latte outliers removed. 
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Table 11 Iced coffee solution table. 
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Table 12 16 ounce coffee solution table. 
 
Table 13. Iced latte solution table. 
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